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Concerns
• Possibility of audit in future
• Need to account for all our time, 
not just projects
• Standardize tracking categories
• Flexible data that would be easy 
to use for variety of reports
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Enter 
Timeneye
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We started with the categories from 
our primary semester-based faculty 
report and built from there
Semester Report Categories
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With Housekeeping added to account for 
things not reported for faculty projects
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By the time we were 
finished, we had an 
easy-to-use category 
list that could be used 
to create all the 
various reports 
needed.
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We created tags 
to allow us to 

















Time Spent Fiscal YTD
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Not only did the process help 
us create reports on the fly 
but added bonus was it 
turned out to be a great team-
building exercise!
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HealthLibrariesResearch@usf.edu Snitch wishes you the best of luck 
in your future adventures in time 
tracking!!
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